ABSTRACT. In this paper, parabolic operators of the form ut -div A(x, t, u, Du) -B (x, t, u, Du) are considered where A and B are Borel measurable and subject to linear growth conditions. Let ip: fl -» R1 be a Borel function bounded above (an obstacle) where fl C Rn+1.
Jn whenever f> €. W0' (Cl) and <p > u -if> q.e. Here q.e. means everywhere except for a set of classical parabolic capacity. It is shown that u is continuous even though the obstacle may be discontinuous.
A mild condition on ip which can be expressed in terms of the fine topology is sufficient to ensure the continuity of u. A modulus of continuity is obtained for u in terms of the data given for ip.
Introduction.
In this paper we consider the question of pointwise regularity of weak solutions of parabolic obstacle problems for parabolic operators of the following type:
ut -div A(x, t, u, Vu) -B(x, t, u, Vu), whose structure is defined by the inequalities \A(x,t,u,£)\ < a0|f| + ay]u] +a2, where ao is a positive constant and the remaining coefficients are nonnegative measurable functions defined on an open bounded set Ci C Rn+1. For brevity and simplicity of exposition, we will assume that these coefficients are bounded although our results remain valid if they are assumed members of appropriate Lp-spaces. Our results described below would remain valid if the inequality involving B would include a term of the form 6|£|2, where b is a nonnegative constant, if we would assume that the solution is bounded. The reader may consult [LSU, Chapter V] for details.
The obstacle that we consider is an arbitrary Borel function xp defined on Q that is bounded above. Our main objective is to specify a condition on tp at a point Zo = (xo,to) that will ensure the continuity of the weak solution u at zqStated briefly, we show that u is continuous even though the obstacle tp may be discontinuous. Moreover, the modulus of continuity of u is estimated in large part by the fine properties (in the sense of parabolic potential theory) of the obstacle.
See Theorems 3.7, 4.4, and 4.5.
There is a vast literature on the regularity of solutions to elliptic and parabolic variational inequalities. See [BI, BM, CK, DV, FM, MZ, and SV] for a small selection of papers that are relevant to our situation. Before we discuss the definition of a weak solution to the parabolic obstacle problem, it may be helpful to review the setting of the corresponding elliptic problem that was treated in [MZ] . For this purpose, let U be a bounded nonempty open set of Rn. Let K be the subset of the Sobolev space Wl'p(U), p > 1, consisting of all v, such that v agrees with a boundary function 9 on dU in a suitable way and v(x) > rp(x), for almost all x E U, where rp is a function defined on U (the "obstacle"). Put This gives a general description of the classical obstacle problem where u is the solution to the problem. It is well known that if u E K is such that (4) holds and the function F satisfies appropriate conditions, then A^(X'U(x)'Vu(X))^(x)dX for almost all x E U. This is a special case of the weak inequality (7) V* / At(x,u(x),Vu(x))-^-(x)dx+ / B(x,u(x),Vu(x))p>(x)dx > 0~f
Ju dxi Jyj for all pEW0Up(U) with
for almost all x EU. This was the inequality that was investigated in [MZ] . Thus, the definition of weak solution that was employed was based on the assumption thatueW1'p(£/),p> 1,
for almost all x E U and u satisfied inequality (7) for all p) satisfying (8). Our definition of weak solution to the parabolic obstacle problem will be patterned after this one.
The main result in [MZ] is the following: assume that the obstacle function rp is a Borel function on U that is bounded above. Let xq EU and suppose there is a set A C Rn with the property that A is not thin at xo and that (10) lim rP(x) = rP(x0), X-.Xo xeA where rp(xo) = limr-^o V>(r) and rp(r) = sup{V>(z): x E B(xo, r)}. Then the solution u is continuous at xo-The set A is said to be not thin (thin) at Xq if /[yn^*.. «.,. Jo [ i[B(xo,r) ] J r Some authors use the terminology "fat at xo" instead of "not thin at xo-" Here p > 1 is a number associated with the structure of the elliptic operator of the obstacle problem and 7 is a capacity, the so-called p-capacity. The p-capacity of a set E is defined by
This result should be compared to the question of regularity of weak solutions of equations at a point xo of the boundary of an arbitrary open set U. It was shown in [GZ] that a weak solution of an equation of the form (1) is continuous at xo if Rn -U is not thin at xo. In case the prescribed boundary values are identically one, this problem can be interpreted as an obstacle problem with the characteristic function of Rn -U considered as the obstacle. Then condition (10) is equivalent to Rn -U being not thin at xoProceeding by analogy with the elliptic case, in the parabolic setting we consider the obstacle as a Borel function rp defined on fi C i?"+1 which is assumed to be bounded above. We consider u E W1,2(Q) to be a solution of the parabolic obstacle problem in the following sense: we assume (12) / -ptu + A(x,t,u,Vu) -Vp-pB(x,t,u,Vu) >0 Jn for all peWq'2(VL) with
for almost all z E fi. We assume throughout that u(z) > rp(z) for almost all z E fi. This definition is analogous to the one employed in the elliptic setting as described in (7) and (8). The analysis of this paper could have been carried through by assuming that u is merely an element of the space V2(Q) (see [LSU] for definitions and development).
The basic estimates that we obtain can be obtained for these general weak solutions by employing integral averages of the solutions we consider. The notion of thinness in the parabolic context will be expressed in terms of thermal capacity which is defined by (14) capT(K) = sup{p(iT+1): p E M(K), E * p < 1} whenever K C Rn+1 is a compact set. Here M(K) is the set of all nonnegative measures supported by K, E is the fundamental solution of the heat operator d/dt-A, and * denotes the convolution in Rn+1. With this concept of capacity, we refine the definition of a solution to the parabolic obstacle problem in the following way. We now assume that the obstacle rp is defined everywhere except for a set of capT zero. We will use the expression quasi-everywhere, q.e., to mean everywhere except for a set of capr zero. We also assume that (15) p(z) > rp(z) -u(z) and u(z) > rp(z) for q.e. z E Rn+1. Finally, we will replace (11) by the expression
Jn for all tp > rp -u q.e., sptp C fi, and p E Wd'2(Clt) for each t. Here,
This can be proved by elementary regularization techniques. Observe that a solution of the obstacle problem is automatically a weak supersolution of the equation
Regularity of weak solutions of parabolic obstacle problems has been considered by Biroli and Mosco [BM] for operators of the form ut + Lu. Here L is the linear operator L(u) = Di(a%:'(x,t)Dju) whose coefficients atJ are bounded, measurable functions. The capacity they employ is defined by cap(£) = inf | f \Vv]2dxdt: vEC^(Rn+1),v > 1 on a nhbd of E\.
Their notion of weak solution of the obstacle problem is as follows: The underlying domain is Q = U x [0, T]. It is assumed that u > rp everywhere except for a set of cap zero, that u is a weak supersolution of the equation ut + Lu = 0, and that for every nonnegative function n E Cq0 and every constant fc such that fc > rp everywhere except for a set of cap zero, we have
Jo Ju for 0 < t < T. Equivalently, if one defines a test function
where \a denotes the characteristic function of a set A, then
Jo J Jo Ju
They show that their notion of solution is in agreement with those used by Mignot and Puel [MP] and Pierre [P] , where the question of existence was investigated. It is shown during the course of the exposition, that the results of this paper still remain valid if this notion of solution had been adopted.
There were two basic ideas in the paper [MZ] that led to the pointwise regularity of the solution to the obstacle problem.
The first was the observation that if fc > sup rp in some open set V, then (u -k)+ behaves like a subsolution to the equation in V. The analogous result is used in the present paper and its proof carries over without difficulty. The second idea was to show that a solution to the obstacle problem (which is a supersolution to the equation) has the property that it is finely continuous at all points in its domain. This was accomplished by obtaining an estimate of the rate of decay of rp~n /B(i , | Vu|p as r j 0. This type of analysis is not suitable in the parabolic case and must therefore be replaced by another argument to conclude that the solution of the obstacle problem is finely continuous everywhere. We are able to supply such an argument thus yielding the pointwise regularity of the solution. Our methods employ a combination of the truncation procedure of De Giorgi and the Moser iteration technique.
Preliminaries.
Points will Rn+1 will generally be denoted by z = (x,t) where x = (xy,...,xn).
The Sobolev space of real valued functions defined on an open set fi C Rn+1 whose distribution first partial derivatives belong to L2(fi) (L2oc(fi)) is denoted by W1,2(fi) (Wfc'fTJ)). The letter C will denote perhaps different constants appearing within a discussion, but with the understanding that they all depend on the same set of parameters. The integral average of a function u will be denoted by fA u. Thus R+(r)=R(r/2), D+(r) = R(rr/2) where r is chosen so that(r • r/2)2 < \r2,
R~(r) and D~ (r) are reflections of R+(r) and D+(r), respectively, in R(r) about the plane t = t0 -\r2, R*(r) is a cylinder containing R~ and contained within D~.
We will need the following information concerning weak subsolutions (supersolutions) of (19). It follows from the general theory as developed in [LSU and T2] that weak subsolutions (supersolutions) of (19) are locally bounded above (below). Also, we have the weak Harnack inequality that was first established in [T2, Theorem 4.1].
2.1 THEOREM. Let u E W1'2(Q) be a weak subsolution of (19). Then there is a constant C depending only on the structure (1), inf u, and r in (22) Notice that if u is nonnegative,
where the constant C depends only on the ratio of the volumes |i?(r)|/|J?*(r)|, because fR.rr\ u < fRtr\ u. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that
where we recall that / denotes the integral average. The significance of (23) is that R(r) contains the point zq whereas R*(r) does not. Thus, if we define A at zo to be A(zo) = limr_oA'(r)i we can conclude from a result of [JMZ] concerning Lebesgue points defined in terms of irregular sets (parabolic cylinders in our case) that u(z) = A(z) for almost all z E fi. This discussion is based on the assumption that the subsolution u is nonnegative. If u is bounded below by k, we arrive at the same conclusions because the function u -fc is a nonnegative subsolution of another equation with structure (1). Observing that A is an upper semicontinuous function, we have the following result.
2.2 THEOREM. If u E Wl>2(Q) is a weak subsolution (supersolution) of (19) that is bounded below (above), then lim j\u(x,t) -u(xo,to)\dxdt
for all zo = (xo,to) E fi. In case u is a supersolution, p(r) must be replaced by X(r) = ini{u(z): z E R(r)}. Thus, weak subsolutions (supersolutions) of (19) are defined at all points of fi and are upper (lower) semicontinuous.
We now recall the concept of thermal capacity, capT, that was defined in (14). In terms of it, we define a set A C Rn+1 to be thin at zo if
where R~(r) is described in (22). We will need the following lemma later in the development.
2.3 LEMMA. If {Ai} is a sequence of sets each of which is thin at zq, then there exists a sequence of real numbers {ri} such that (J^U ^« I"1 R~{ri) is thin at zq. We now consider a solution u E W1,2(U) to the obstacle problem as described in (15) and (16). Thus, the obstacle rp is assumed to be defined q.e. on fi and is bounded above. Also, the solution u is a supersolution of (19). Our first result states that u behaves like a subsolution when truncated below away from the obstacle.
3.1 THEOREM. Suppose there is a constant M such that rp(z) < M for all z E R(r) where r < 1 and is small enough so that R(r) C fi. Then, there is a constant C depending only on the structure (1) and r in (21) such that \ f 11/2
where m(r) ->0 as r -► 0.
PROOF. Let v = (u -M)+ and for fc > 0, define w = (v -k)+. Now define a test function p by p(z) = -w(z)n(z)2 where n(x,t) E C0x(R(r)t). Note that w(z) < u(z) -rp(z) for z E R(r) except perhaps for a set of capT-capacity zero and therefore it follows that p is an admissible test function for (16). Consequently,
JJR (r) and where Xa denotes the characteristic function of a set A. Therefore (25) {*■') ff
After several applications of Young's inequality, this becomes
where Cy,C2, and A are constants that depend only on the coefficients in the structure (1) while A depends also on M.
Let us now assume that the cut off function n vanishes in a neighborhood of ti = t0 -f r2 and r2 = i0 + \r2. Then it follows from (28) that / 2 j n2\Vw]2dxdt<K f 2 f w2(r)2 + ]Vr)]2)dxdt (29) +C(fc2 + A) f 2 f n2dxdt + C / u>2r?|7?t|dxdi.
Choose t* E (t0 -fr2, i0 + \r2) so that
where the sup is taken over all t E (to -fr2, to + \r2). If the test function p is replaced by X[t0-3r2/4,t']P (see (16) and (17)), one obtains from (28) 
We now wish to make a change of variable in (31) that will have the effect of causing the term that involves A to vanish. For this purpose, we will first rescale (31) with the result that the basic parabolic cylinder R(r) is replaced by R(l). Thus, if we define v(x, t) = v(xo + rx, to + r2t) ■ r_1 and fj similarly, then v and fj will satisfy (31) in R(l) provided r < 1. Rather than invoking the notation v, and fj, we will now assume that (31) has been rescaled and all integrals are taken over R(l).
We now will proceed to reformulate (31) so that A is eliminated. Let A = 2A1/2 and define v = v + A. There are two cases to consider. Case 1. fc > A. Using (31) with fc replaced by A; -A, we have
Jr, J{v>k}t
Observe that fc2 -A2 + A < fc2 and therefore
whenever fc > 0. This yields the desired result in this case.
Case 2. 0 < fc < A. From (31),
Jr, J Jr, J{v>0}t
If |A < fc < A, then A = (\A)2 < fc2 and we have achieved the desired form (32).
If 0 < fc < fA, then v(z) -k > f A for all z E R(l). Hence, (v(z) -fc)+2 > A, and again the desired inequality (32) follows. We now wish to put (32) into a form that will be suitable to perform a Moser-type iteration. This will then lead to the conclusion of the theorem.
To this end, rewrite ( We now appeal to a well-known iteration scheme cf.
[T], to conclude from (35) that \f 11/2 ess supv <C \ v2dxdt
Recalling that v = v + A and v = (u -M)+, the conclusion of the theorem follows by rescaling. □ 3.2 REMARK. The reader will have no difficulty in verifying that Theorem 3.1 remains valid if the notion of the solution to the obstacle problem is taken in the sense used by [MP, P] , or [BM] as discussed in (18 (25) becomes an equality and the remainder of the argument remains essentially unchanged. We now will establish the fine continuity of subsolutions of (19) by employing a technique introduced in [GZ2] .
3.3 THEOREM. Let u E VK1,2(fi) be a bounded weak subsolution (supersolution) of (19). Then for each zq E fi and e > 0, the set fi n {z: u(z) < u(z0) -e} (fi n {z: u(z) > u(z0) + e}) is thin at zq.
PROOF. We will only consider the case in which u is a subsolution, the other case being treated by an analogous argument.
Because u is a subsolution, we have from Theorem 2.2 that u is upper semicontinuous and therefore the set E(z0,e) = fin{z: u(z) < u(z0) -e} is open. Consider the parabolic cylinder R(r) as described in (21) and let K be any compact subset of R~(r)C\E(zo,e).
Consider the thermal capacity of K, capT(K), as defined in (14) and let u denote the equilibrium measure of K. Let c = E * v denote the corresponding equilibrium potential. Let p: Rn+1 -► R1 be a smooth function with compact support such that j p(z)dz = 1. With p as a modifier, let v$ = ps * v and Cg = E * vg. Since R~ (r) n E(zo, e) is open we may choose 6 > 0 so small that (36) spt v6 C R" (r) n E(z0, e).
Let 1 < ry < r2 < 4/3 and let n be a smooth cutoff function such that spt n c B(xo,r2(r/2)), n = 1 on B(xo,ri(r/2)) and |Vn| < C/ro-We will consider n as defined on Rn+1, independent of i.
Fix ty such that to~\r2 < ty < to -j^r2 where t0 -^r2 is the lower t-coordinate of R~(r/2). We may choose 6 sufficiently small so that (37) cs(x,t)=0 iort<ty.
Let w = [u -(u(zq)-e)]+ and define f(w) = p(r)-w2, where p(r) = sup{w(z): z E R(r)}. Note from Theorem 2.1 that p(r) -► e as r J. 0, w = 0 on E(zo,e), and that f(w) > e on E(zo,e).
Let H = d/dt -A denote the heat operator. For almost all t2 E (ty,t0 -\r2), we have that We now consider all but the first two terms in the above inequality; that is, all terms whose coefficients are not e/2. We will determine the rate at which these terms approach zero as r j 0. All of these terms except those involving |Vu|, |Vuj|, and the last term are 0(rn+1).
In fact, they are all 0(rn+2) except the term involving |Vn|. The remaining terms, [Jt2 /n2|Vu>|2,/( 2 f ffivl l^u|], and jt 2 / | V?7|2/(ii;)2 can be estimated by technique involving the weak Harnack inequality [T2] . This technique was one of the main contributions of [GZ, Theorem 2 .1] in the elliptic case and of [Z, Theorem 4.2] in the parabolic case. Thus, it follows there are constants C and A depending only on the structure (1) and the bound for u such that the essential supremum over t2 E (ty,ty + j §r2) of these terms is bounded above by
Next, we estimate the terms involving e in (41). Using the fact that eg < 1, note that
Moreover, since n = 1 on a neighborhood of K, we have for all small 8 > 0,
Now Hcg = vg and 8 was chosen so small that spti^ C E(zq,e). But w = 0 on E(zo,e) and therefore the last integral above is zero. Hence, from (44),
Thus, from (42), (43), and (45)
Because K is an arbitrary compact subset of R~(r) fl E(zo,e) and because of the inner regularity of thermal capacity, it follows from (46) and thus, the proof is complete. □ 3.4 DEFINITION. A function u: fi -* R1 is said to be finely continuous at zo E fi if there is a set E such that E is thin at zq and lim u(z) = u(zo) where R~ = I) R~(r).
z€(n-E)nR~ r>u 3.5 COROLLARY. Let u E VF1,2(fi) be a bounded weak subsolution or supersolution of (19). Then u is finely continuous at each point zo E fi.
PROOF. Consider the case where u is a subsolution. From Theorem 3.3 we have that fi fl {z: u(z) < u(zo) -£} is thin for each e > 0. Let {e^} be a decreasing sequence tending to 0 and let Ei = fi fl {z: u(z) < u(zo) -£i}-From Lemma 2.3 there is a sequence of real numbers {r^} -► 0 such that E = Ui^i E% ^ R~(ri) ls thin at zo-Now suppose that Zi ^> zo, Zi E (fl -E) f)R~. For each positive integer jo there exists a positive integer io such that if i > io, then Zi E R~(fj) for some j > io-Thus, Zi £ Ej. This implies that u(zi) > u(zo) -£j > u(zq) -£j0 for all i > io-Consequently, liminf u(z) > u(z0) Z-.Z0 z€(n-E)r\Rã nd the conclusion follows with reference to Theorem 2.2. In case u is a supersolution, apply the preceding argument to -u which is subsolution to an equation of the form (19). □ We now discuss the condition on the obstacle rp that will ensure the continuity of the solution as discussed in the introduction.
3.6 DEFINITION. Let rp: Rn+l -► R1 be defined at all points except perhaps for a set of capacity zero. For zq E fi, let rp(r) = ess sup{rp(z): z E R(zo,r)} where the ess sup is taken in the sense of capacity. Let rp(zo) = limrjo V>(?")-^e say that rp is upper regular at zo (in the fine topology) if there is a set A which is not thin at zo such that (47) lim rP(z) = rP(z0).
Z-.Z0 zeA 3.7 THEOREM. Let rp: Rn+1 -> R1 be upper regular at z0 E fi. Let u E iy1,2(fi) be a solution of the obstacle problem (15) and (16). Then, u is continuous at Zq-PROOF. Since u is a weak supersolution of (19), u is locally bounded below and from Theorem 3.1 that u is locally bounded above. Thus, from Theorem 2.2 we have that u is lower semicontinuous on fi. Therefore, (48) lim 'miu(z) > u(zq).
Z-.ZO zen Also, we conclude from Corollary 3.5 (again using the fact that u is a supersolution) that there is a set A thin at zq with
In view of (48), if u were not continuous at z0, we would have, for some e > 0, is not thin at Zo-Consequently, there is a sequence {rj} -► 0 such that
for j = 1,2,_Since u > rp everywhere on fi except for a set of capacity zero, it follows from (49), (50) and (51) 4. Estimates of the modulus of continuity. In this section we will obtain estimates of the modulus of continuity of the solution u in terms of the obstacle rp.
For this purpose, throughout this section we will consider a point zo E fi such that (53) u(zo) = hm suprp(r) = rp(zQ). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Note that (53) is the only case of interest, for if u(zo) > rp(zo),the lower semicontinuity of u would imply, for r sufficiently small and some open set U containing zo, that u(z) > rp(r) for all z E U. Then, u becomes a weak solution in U and is therefore Holder continuous there, cf. [AS, T2] .
4.1 LEMMA. There are constants C and C depending only on the structure (1) and r in (22) for all r such that R(r) C fi.
PROOF. For each number fc such that 0 < k < p(r), let w = (v -k)~ and define a test function ip by p = -r)2w. Because of the restriction on fc, it is clear that w < u -rp and therefore <p is admissible in (16) whenever n E C0x(R(r)). The development proceeds exactly as in (25) and (26) leading to (28) with (v -k)+ replaced by (v -fc)-. We wish to reformulate (28) where now w = (v -fc)-so that the term involving A does not appear. This proceeds exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Thus, first rescale (28) by defining v(x, t) = v(xo + rx,to + r2)r~1 and fj similarly. Then w = (v -k)~ and fj satisfy (28) in R(l) provided r < 1. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we will not invoke the notation v, w, and fj but rather assume that (28) has been rescaled and all integrals are taken over R(l). Now with the understanding that (28) has been rescaled, let t> = v + A and proceed as in Theorem 3.1. We then find <C f 2 f n2 + \Vn\2dxdt when 0 = 2. K and C are constants that depend only on the structure (1). These inequalities are precisely of the form needed to implement the Moser iteration scheme which yields weak Harnack inequalities, cf. [AS, T2] . Thus, we have ess inf v > C I vdxdt.
By rescaling, we have that
thus establishing the conclusion. □ We now establish a similar inequality for [u -u(r) ]. We continue to use the assumption and notation introduced in (53) and (54). (16) and the proof now proceeds as in Lemma 4.1 by multiplying both sides of (56) by k2l~0~1. Since there is no restriction on fc, one may integrate the resulting inequality from 0 to oo to obtain the desired result. □ 4.3 REMARK. Observe that Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 remain valid if the notion of solution to the obstacle problem as discussed in (18) had been adopted. In the proof of Lemma 4.1, the test function p = -rj2(v -fc)-was employed. However, it can easily be seen that (v -fc)-= [u -(p -k + rp(r))]+. This is clear if p = fc.
If p < fc, note that tj < fc if (u -4>(r))X{u>$(r)} -A* -k. Thus,
Hence, we could have used the test function <p = n2[u -(p -k + rp(r)]+ as allowed in (18) 4.4 THEOREM. Let u E W1>2(Q) be a solution as in (15) and (16). Let A C fi be a set that is not thin at zo and such that lim rp(z) = rp(zo). Thus, let k(r) = rp(zo) -£(r) and define w = (u -k(r))~.
Therefore Vu = -Vwx{u<k(r))■ Let m(r) = supR(r) w and define f(w) = m(r)-w2.
Note that / = m(r) on A(zq, e(r)). As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, define a test p = ncf'(w) and proceed to obtain an estimate similar to (44): (60) ^capT(R~(r)nA) < ^MCaPr(A(z0,£(r))) < C[m(r) -m(r/2) + ar]r".
Referring to [GZ, Theorem 2.7] , we see that (60) implies that there exist constants
Cy and C2 such that for sufficiently small s > 0, and the conclusion is established. □ We now are able to establish a bound for the modulus ui(r) = u(r) -u(zo). In the following it is assumed that (53) is in force.
4.5 THEOREM. Let r0 = sup{r: R(r,z0) = R(r) C fi}. Then for r < |r0 and a < 1, there are positive constants Cy,C2, depending only on the structure (1) and t in (22) In particular, if rp(r) -rp(r) < Cr0 for some 0 > 0, then A can be taken as Rn+1 and therefore there exists 8 > 0 such that co(r) < Crs.
